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Abstract

Cerebellar dysfunction has been demonstrated in autism spectrum disorders (ASDs); however, the 

circuits underlying cerebellar contributions to ASD-relevant behaviors remain unknown. In this 

study, we demonstrated functional connectivity between the cerebellum and the medial prefrontal 

cortex (mPFC) in mice; showed that the mPFC mediates cerebellum-regulated social and 

repetitive/inflexible behaviors; and showed disruptions in connectivity between these regions in 

multiple mouse models of ASD-linked genes and in individuals with ASD. We delineated a circuit 

from cerebellar cortical areas Right crus 1 (Rcrus1) and posterior vermis through the cerebellar 

nuclei and ventromedial thalamus and culminating in the mPFC. Modulation of this circuit 

induced social deficits and repetitive behaviors, whereas activation of Purkinje cells (PCs) in 

Rcrus1 and posterior vermis improved social preference impairments and repetitive/inflexible 

behaviors, respectively, in male PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. These data raise the possibility that these 

circuits might provide neuromodulatory targets for the treatment of ASD.
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Main

ASDs are prevalent neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by social impairment and 

repetitive/inflexible behaviors. Increasing evidence has implicated cerebellar dysfunction in 

ASD1,2,3,4, and PC-specific deletion of Tsc1 is sufficient to generate ASD-relevant social 

impairment and repetitive/inflexible behaviors in mice5. Many studies have detailed 

volumetric changes in the posterior cerebellar vermis and in Rcrus1 in children with ASD, 

and the degree of volumetric differences in these areas correlates with ASD symptom 

severity6,7. We recently demonstrated that inhibition of Rcrus1 PCs could generate both 

social impairments and repetitive behaviors, whereas stimulation of Rcrus1 PC function 

could rescue only social behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. The lack of reduction in 

repetitive/inflexible behaviors raised the possibility that additional cerebellar domains might 

regulate these behaviors8.

Additionally, the circuits connecting the cerebellum to other brain areas to orchestrate 

complex behaviors such as those altered in ASDs remain unknown. Polysynaptic 

connections between the cerebellum and the cortex have been demonstrated both in 

anatomic tracing studies and functional connectivity studies9,10,11,12,13. One cortical area 

shown to be involved in social behaviors14 and highly implicated in ASDs is the mPFC15. 

Changes in cerebellar–mPFC functional connectivity have also been identified in ASD1,16, 

in mouse models of cerebellar PC loss, and in genetic mouse models of ASD17,18. Rcrus1 

is functionally connected with the contralateral mPFC in humans8,19, and disruptions in 

cerebellar–mPFC connectivity have been demonstrated in ASD20. Thus, we hypothesized 

that cerebellar–mPFC connections might play important roles in the regulation of ASD-

relevant behaviors.

Results

Decreased PC function in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice results in increased mPFC activity

To determine if cerebellar dysfunction affects mPFC activity, we examined the effect of 

Tsc1 mutation in PCs (PC-Tsc1 mutant mice5) on mPFC activity. We hypothesized that 

reduced inhibitory output from the mutant cerebellum would result in increased downstream 

mPFC activity, which would be consistent with previous studies showing that ASD mouse 

models display elevated mPFC activation in response to social interaction21 and that 

elevations in mPFC excitatory activity result in social deficits22,23. We performed 

extracellular single-unit recordings in anesthetized animals and found elevated single-unit 

firing frequency in the left prelimbic (PRL) mPFC of PC-Tsc1 mutant mice (Fig. 1a and 

Extended Data Fig. 10). To confirm these findings, we performed in vivo recordings in 

awake, freely moving animals and found similar elevated single-unit firing frequency in 

these mutant mice (Extended Data Fig. 1). Acute mPFC slice recordings, to assess potential 

local synaptic and circuit changes, revealed decreased frequency of miniature inhibitory 

postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) and increased mIPSC rise times in addition to reduced 

miniature excitatory synaptic current (mEPSC) amplitudes in slices from PC-Tsc1 mice 

(Extended Data Fig. 2).
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Inhibition of mPFC improves social deficits and repetitive/inflexible behaviors in PC-Tsc1 
mutant mice

Based on these data and earlier findings that decreasing mPFC excitatory activity can rescue 

social deficits in an ASD mouse model24, we evaluated whether chemogenetic reduction of 

left mPFC activity would be sufficient to reduce ASD-related behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutant 

mice. In vivo single-unit recordings in the PRL confirmed successful suppression of mPFC 

activity by chemogenetic inhibition (Gi with clozapine-N-oxide (CNO)) of the mPFC (Fig. 

1b,c, Extended Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary Tables 1, 2 and 5). We then examined 

whether mPFC inhibition would affect social dysfunction in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. 

Behavioral experiments were conducted on male mice beginning at 7 weeks of age. PC-Tsc1 
mutant mice expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) and vehicle (VEH)-injected PC-

Tsc1 mutant mice expressing Gi demonstrated no social preference in social approach 

paradigms, consistent with social impairments observed previously in PC-Tsc1 mutants5. By 

contrast, PC-Tsc1 mutant mice with chemogenetic inhibition of the left PRL did show a 

preference for a conspecific over an empty cup (Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 1). 

Moreover, inhibition of the mPFC in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice induced social novelty 

preference and preference for social over non-social odors (Fig. 1e,f and Extended Data Fig. 

1). Furthermore, inhibition of the left mPFC reduced repetitive grooming in PC-Tsc1 mutant 

mice compared to control (VEH- or GFP-injected) cohorts (Fig. 1g). Inhibition of mPFC 

activity also significantly improved flexibility in the water Y-maze reversal task (Fig. 1h). 

Motor learning, locomotor and anxiety behaviors were unaffected in PC-Tsc1 mutants and 

not altered by mPFC chemogenetic inhibition (Extended Data Fig. 1). Taken together, these 

data demonstrate that inhibition of mPFC was sufficient to enhance social behavior and 

reduce repetitive grooming in PC-Tsc1 mutants.

Rcrus1 and left mPFC connections are disrupted in mouse models of ASD-linked genes 
and in ASD

We and others previously demonstrated connectivity between the left mPFC and Rcrus1 in 

humans and primates8,9,10. To confirm functional connectivity between Rcrus1 and mPFC 

in mice, we first performed in vivo single-unit recordings in the left PRL mPFC with Cre-

dependent inhibition (DIO Gi) of Rcrus1 in anesthetized mice with PC-specific expression 

of Cre recombinase (PCCre). Compared to control cohorts (VEH-treated and GFP-injected 

littermate cohorts), inhibition of Rcrus1 PCs increased the firing frequency of single units 

recorded from the left PRL mPFC (Fig. 2a), without altering unit firing frequency in the 

motor cortex or in the right PRL (Extended Data Fig. 3). Inhibition of cerebellar Rcrus1 

induced a similar increase in firing frequency in the left PRL in awake mice (Extended Data 

Fig. 3). These data indicate that functional connectivity exists between Rcrus1 and the PRL 

and, consistent with PC inhibitory output, that decreased Rcrus1 PC activity leads to 

increased left PRL mPFC activity.

We hypothesized that connectivity between Rcrus1 and the left PRL mPFC might be 

disrupted in ASD mouse models and individuals with ASD. We first used structural 

covariance to examine a cohort of 94 mouse lines with mutations in ASD-linked genes 

(Supplementary Table 3). Structural covariance is a structural magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI)-based technique that has been demonstrated to mirror findings of connectivity from 
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functional or diffusion MRI studies8,25. Sex and interaction with sex were included as 

covariates in the structural covariance model. We identified disrupted structural covariance 

between Rcrus1 and the left PRL mPFC in ASD models compared to littermate control 

cohorts, suggesting that altered Rcus1–mPFC connectivity might contribute to behavioral 

alterations in multiple genetic mouse models of ASD (false discovery rate (FDR) q = 

0.0191; Supplementary Table 3). Because of the phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity of 

ASD, we then evaluated whether cerebellar–mPFC connectivity might be disrupted 

specifically in a subset of these models. We identified 30 of 94 models that displayed 

significant (P < 0.05) volume changes in the cerebellum and mPFC, a much larger number 

than would be expected by chance (the chance that 30 of 94 models would be observed as 

significant (P < 0.05) is P = 2.02 × 10−18 by binomial probability analysis). When 

considered together, these models show an even greater alteration in structural covariance (q 
< 0.0001) between Rcrus1 and the left mPFC compared to control littermate cohorts (Fig. 2b 

and Supplementary Table 3). Considering the altered structural covariance between these 

two regions in these mouse models, we assessed whether changes in structural covariance 

could also be detected in a large human cohort from the Province of Ontario 

Neurodevelopmental Disorders (POND) network26. Indeed, in directed region-of-interest 

comparisons using Rcrus1 as the seed, we identified significant (P = 0.012) disruption in 

structural covariance between Rcrus1 and the left rectus gyrus (Fig. 2c and Supplementary 

Table 4). The significance of this finding, however, did not survive testing for multiple 

corrections (q > 0.05). A regression model tested covariates for scanner, age at scan and sex. 

Further support for disruptions of connectivity in ASD was identified using group 

multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) on resting-state functional MRI from a small cohort of 

male individuals with ASD compared to an age-matched, typical developing (TD) male 

cohort. This analysis revealed alterations in functional connectivity with the mPFC and 

Rcrus1 Rcrus2 in individuals with ASD (P < 0.001, FDR q < 0.05; Fig. 2d). Post hoc seed-

to-voxel analysis from these regions showed significant reductions in functional connectivity 

between this cerebellar region of interest and the mPFC (P < 0.001, k > 50; Fig. 2e), 

including the region identified in both MVPA and structural imaging studies. Together, these 

data point to disruptions in connectivity between the mPFC and Rcrus1 both in mouse 

models and in humans with ASD.

Inhibition of mPFC improves social deficits and repetitive/inflexible behaviors induced by 
inhibition of Rcrus1 PCs

We thus hypothesized that Rcrus1 dysfunction might contribute to ASD-related behaviors by 

regulating mPFC activity. As PC-Tsc1 mutant mice display increased mPFC activity, and 

inhibition of Rcrus1 also results in increased mPFC activity, we tested whether decreasing 

mPFC activity could rescue deficits induced by disruptions in Rcrus1 function. PCCre mice 

were injected with adeno-associated virus (AAV) containing DIO-Gi into Rcrus1 (Extended 

Data Fig. 3). These mice then received either AAV-Gi (hereafter referred to as Gi/Gi) or 

AAV-GFP (Gi/GFP) into the left PRL mPFC (Fig. 2f). Inhibition of the mPFC was 

confirmed by single-unit recordings (Extended Data Fig. 3). VEH-injected Gi/Gi and 

Gi/GFP mice exhibited significant social preference and social novelty preference, 

consistent with their control background. However, CNO-injected Gi/GFP mice 

demonstrated impairments in these behaviors as well as in social odor preference, consistent 
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with previous studies demonstrating social impairment with Rcrus1 PC inhibition (Fig. 2g–i 

and Extended Data Fig. 3)8. In contrast to these mice, CNO-injected Gi/Gi mice 

demonstrated normal social preference behaviors in all these tests (Fig. 2g–i and Extended 

Data Fig. 3). We then tested repetitive/inflexible behaviors. CNO-injected Gi/GFP mice 

showed increased repetitive grooming and impaired performance on the water T-maze 

reversal task, consistent with our previous studies (Fig. 2j,k)8. In contrast, CNO-treated 

Gi/Gi mice demonstrated no abnormal grooming nor impairments in reversal learning in the 

water Y-maze (Fig. 2j,k). Testing for locomotor, motor learning and anxiety behaviors 

showed no phenotypes that would alter the interpretation of the above findings (Extended 

Data Fig. 3). Taken together, these data indicate that reduction of mPFC activity is sufficient 

to rescue both social deficits and repetitive/inflexible behaviors induced by Rcrus1 PC 

inhibition and that the mPFC thus acts downstream of cerebellar Rcrus1 in the regulation of 

these ASD-relevant behaviors.

The cerebellar lateral nucleus regulates social behaviors

The above data indicate a role for Rcrus1–mPFC connections in the regulation of ASD-

relevant behaviors; however, the precise circuit involved remains unknown. Because 

inhibitory PC output emerges from the cerebellum via cerebellar nuclei (CN), we identified 

the CN receiving Rcrus1 PC output. PCCre mice injected with DIO-Gi-mCherry into Rcrus1 

showed targeting of the lateral/dentate nucleus (LN) (Fig. 3a), consistent with previous 

studies27. Additionally, we found that chemogenetic inhibition of LN (Extended Data Fig. 

4) decreased the firing frequency of single units in the mPFC (Fig. 3b).

To further support a role for the LN in mediating ASD-relevant behaviors, we examined 

whether chemogenetic inhibition (Gi) of LN could ameliorate behavioral phenotypes in PC-

Tsc1 mutant mice (Fig. 3c and Extended Data Fig. 4). PC-Tsc1 mice injected with AAV-

GFP (VEH or CNO) or Gi (VEH) into the right LN showed no significant social preference, 

consistent with their mutant backgrounds. However, with chemogenetic inhibition of the 

right LN, the mutant mice demonstrated significant preference in social approach, social 

novelty and social olfaction testing (Fig. 3d–f and Extended Data Fig. 4). These data 

demonstrate that modulation of LN activity is sufficient to rescue social deficits in PC-Tsc1 
mutant mice. By contrast, neither repetitive behaviors nor behavioral flexibility were rescued 

by chemogenetic inhibition of the right LN (Fig. 3g,h), consistent with the previously 

observed absence of rescue upon stimulation of Rcrus1 (ref. 8). No significant differences 

between groups were observed for anxiety, locomotor and motor learning behaviors 

(Extended Data Fig. 4). Taken together, these findings are consistent with the LN mediating 

Rcrus1 rescue of social behaviors.

Optogenetic activation of ventromedial thalamic terminals in the mPFC induces ASD-
related behaviors

To further delineate the circuit connecting Rcrus1 and mPFC, we examined pathways by 

which LN could connect to the left PRL mPFC. After injections of AAV-1Cre into the right 

LN of Cre-dependent Td-tomato reporter mice for anterograde trans-synaptic tracing (Fig. 

4a and Extended Data Fig. 5)28, we identified reporter expression in neuronal somata within 

the left thalamus and cortex postsynaptic to the right LN (Fig. 4b). Downstream thalamic 
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and cortical areas identified are consistent with previously published results (Extended Data 

Fig. 5)13,29. Thalamocortical projections from these neurons were evident from many 

terminals in layer 1 of the left PRL mPFC (Fig. 4c,d). The localization of terminals to this 

layer pointed us to the ventromedial (VM) thalamus as a mediator of LN–mPFC 

connections, as previous studies have demonstrated that inputs from the VM thalamus target 

layer 1 (ref. 30). Thus, we hypothesized that VM thalamus–PRL mPFC circuits might 

mediate Rcrus1-regulated ASD-relevant behaviors.

To test this hypothesis, we used an optogenetic approach to modulate activity of VM 

thalamic terminals in the left PRL mPFC. To examine whether activation of VM thalamic 

terminals in the mPFC was sufficient to generate ASD-relevant behavioral impairments, 

channelrhodopsin (ChR2) or GFP was introduced via viral injection into the VM thalamus 

of controls, and an optical fiber was placed over the left PRL mPFC (Fig. 4e,f and Extended 

Data Fig. 6). Acute slice recordings in the VM thalamus revealed activation upon laser 

stimulation (Fig. 4g). ChR2 activation of VM terminals in the left mPFC also resulted in 

increases in single-unit firing frequency in the left PRL with two different laser stimulation 

frequencies: 20 Hz and 4 Hz (Fig. 4h). To address the possibility that stimulation of VM 

thalamic terminals in the mPFC might cause anti-dromic effects on other cortical targets of 

the VM thalamus, we recorded single-unit firing frequency in the VM thalamus-targeted 

parietal association cortex during stimulation of VM thalamic terminals in the mPFC but did 

not observe any change in frequency (Extended Data Fig. 6).

Laser stimulation of 20 Hz and 4 Hz as well as laser-OFF conditions were used during 

behavioral testing. Twenty Hz was chosen to be consistent with previous studies in the 

mPFC23, whereas 4 Hz was chosen to more closely model previously published thalamic 

firing rates31. With light OFF or GFP injection (light OFF or ON), mice demonstrated 

significant social preference, consistent with the animals’ control background; by contrast, 

20-Hz or 4-Hz optical stimulation of VM terminals in the mPFC during social approach, 

novelty and olfaction tests induced social preference impairments in mice with viral-

mediated expression of ChR2 in the VM thalamus (Fig. 4i–k and Extended Data Fig. 6). The 

photostimulation also induced repetitive grooming (Fig. 4l). We did not observe any effects 

of laser stimulation on locomotor behavior, motor learning or anxiety measures that would 

affect the interpretation of the social or grooming behaviors (Extended Data Fig. 6). Taken 

together, photo-activation of VM terminals in the left PRL mPFC was sufficient to induce 

social deficits and repetitive grooming.

Optogenetic silencing of VM thalamic terminals in the left PRL mPFC reduces ASD-
relevant behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutants

We then evaluated whether inhibition of this VM thalamus–mPFC pathway is sufficient to 

rescue social deficits and repetitive behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. PC-Tsc1 mutant 

mice had AAV-Archaerhodopsin (Arch) or GFP injected into the left VM thalamus, and an 

optical fiber was placed over the left PRL mPFC (Fig. 4m). Acute slice recordings revealed 

that Arch inhibited firing of VM thalamic neurons (Fig. 4n), and in vivo extracellular 

recordings showed that laser ON decreased mPFC single-unit firing in left PRL frequency 

(Fig. 4o). In vivo, GFP-control and light-OFF Arch-expressing PC-Tsc1 mutants showed 
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social impairments consistent with their mutant backgrounds. By contrast, photo-inhibition 

of VM thalamus terminals in the left mPFC during social approach, novelty and olfaction 

tests increased social preference in Arch-expressing PC-Tsc1 mutants (Fig. 4p–r and 

Extended Data Fig. 7). It also reduced grooming behavior in these mice compared to light-

OFF or GFP-injected controls (Fig. 4s). The photo-inhibition did not induce any change in 

locomotion, motor learning or anxiety (Extended Data Fig. 7). These results demonstrate 

that inhibition of VM thalamus–PRL mPFC projections was sufficient to rescue both social 

impairments and repetitive grooming in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice.

A polysynaptic circuit connects cerebellar vermis with mPFC via VM thalamus

We have demonstrated that inhibition of the PRL mPFC itself or its inputs from the VM 

thalamus both reduces repetitive grooming and increases social preference in PC-Tsc1 
mutant mice. In contrast, modulation of Rcrus1 or LN rescued only the social preference 

behaviors but did not affect grooming. We hypothesized that modulation of an additional 

cerebellar domain that regulates VM thalamic–mPFC circuits might be sufficient to rescue 

the repetitive grooming seen in PC-Tsc1 mutants.

One cerebellar domain that has been implicated in ASD is the posterior cerebellar 

vermis6,7,32. Alterations in posterior vermis volume correlate with repetitive behaviors6,33 

We first examined whether the posterior vermis is functionally connected to the mPFC. 

Indeed, we found that single-unit firing frequencies in the left PRL mPFC increased upon 

chemogenetic inhibition of vermis PCs (Fig. 5a). In addition, structural covariance MRI 

revealed significant alterations between posterior vermis and left PRL mPFC in our cohort 

of genetic ASD models when compared to control littermate cohorts (Fig. 5b, Extended Data 

Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table 3). To evaluate the anatomic circuitry mediating posterior 

vermis–mPFC connectivity, we identified which CN is targeted by the posterior vermis. 

Consistent with previous literature34, PCs projected predominantly to the medial/fastigial 

nucleus (MN, Fig. 5c). Injecting the MN and the LN with different fluorescent AAV markers 

revealed that both nuclei provide axon terminals into the left VM thalamus (Fig. 5d,e and 

Extended Data Fig. 9). Additionally, AAV-1Cre expression in the MN of Cre-dependent Td-

tomato reporter mice labels postsynaptic cell bodies in the VM thalamus. These cells also 

have terminals in the left PRL mPFC in the same area (layer 1) receiving input from the LN 

(Fig. 5f–i). These anatomic connections support previous studies showing functional 

connectivity between the MN and PRL mPFC12,13,29,35,36.

Posterior vermis function is necessary for normal social and grooming/flexible behaviors, 
and modulation is sufficient to rescue repetitive behaviors

Considering the connectivity between vermis and mPFC and the association between vermis 

volume and repetitive behaviors6,33, we hypothesized that the vermis has a role in the 

regulation of repetitive behaviors. To test this hypothesis, we inhibited posterior vermis PCs 

in PCCre mice with DIO-Gi (Fig. 5j and Extended Data Fig. 9). All control groups (VEH-

treated or GFP-expressing mice) demonstrated social preferences consistent with the control 

genotype, whereas chemogenetic inhibition of vermis PCs resulted in impairments in both 

social approach and social novelty assays (Fig. 5k,l and Extended Data Fig. 9). It also 

resulted in increased repetitive grooming and behavioral inflexibility in water Y-maze testing 
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(Fig. 5m,n). Inhibition of posterior vermis PCs did not result in any significant changes in 

anxiety or locomotion (Extended Data Fig. 9). These results support our hypothesis that the 

posterior cerebellar vermis regulates social behaviors and behavioral flexibility.

We next asked whether stimulating PC activity in the posterior vermis of PC-Tsc1 mutant 

mice is sufficient to ameliorate ASD-relevant behavioral impairments and, specifically, 

repetitive behaviors. We introduced Cre-dependent stimulation (Gq) or GFP into the 

posterior vermis of PC-Tsc1 mutant mice (Fig. 5o). Although chemogenetic stimulation of 

the posterior vermis did not improve social preference or social novelty preference in the 

mutant mice (Fig. 5p,q and Extended Data Fig. 9), it reduced repetitive grooming (Fig. 5r) 

and improved behavioral flexibility in the water Y-maze (Fig. 5s). Stimulation of posterior 

vermis PCs had no significant effect on locomotion, motor learning or anxiety (Extended 

Data Fig. 9). These results indicate that posterior vermis PC stimulation selectively rescues 

repetitive/inflexible behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutants. Taken together with its connections to 

the VM thalamus and VM thalamus inputs to the mPFC (Fig. 5t), these data suggest that 

cerebellar outputs from Rcrus1 and posterior vermis converge on VM thalamus–mPFC 

projections to regulate social preference and behavioral flexibility, respectively, and that 

changes in these cerebellum-thalamus-mPFC pathways might play a role in the impairments 

in these behavioral domains observed in ASD.

Discussion

One prominent hypothesis is that excitation/inhibition (E/I) imbalance contributes to 

ASD37. This theory dovetails with findings of elevated cortical activity in individuals with 

ASD38 as well as synaptic abnormalities resulting in neuronal hyperactivity and altered 

brain connectivity39. Neural circuit manipulation in combination with neural recordings 

provide direct evidence that elevated mPFC activity results in ASD-related phenotypes, 

whereas decreasing mPFC activity is sufficient to rescue abnormal behaviors in ASD 

models22,23,24. Increasingly, evidence is emerging that decreased inhibition is a critical 

contributor to E/I imbalance in ASD40. The cerebellum provides an important source of 

inhibitory tone, as its output emerges solely via inhibitory PCs41. This output is negatively 

affected in ASD owing to significant PC loss and decreased cerebellar activity2,5,42. In this 

study, we showed that cerebellar PC dysfunction and targeted inhibition of Rcrus1 or the 

posterior vermis resulted in increased mPFC activity, consistent with an inhibitory influence 

of the cerebellum on mPFC activity.

Our data further demonstrate that distinct cerebellar regions regulate specific behaviors, with 

Rcrus1 stimulation sufficient to ameliorate social behaviors, whereas posterior vermis 

stimulation is sufficient to improve repetitive/inflexible behaviors. Circuits from these two 

cerebellar domains and their downstream CN then culminate in VM thalamic circuit 

regulation of mPFC neurons. Although we demonstrate that cerebellar output connects to the 

mPFC via these pathways, it is likely that additional cortical, including the clinically 

implicated right-sided prefrontal cortices20, and other sub-cortical regions might also be 

regulated by the cerebellum to contribute to ASD-relevant behaviors19. In parallel, other 

routes might exist by which the cerebellum affects mPFC function, and additional cerebellar 

targets in the cerebral cortex (Extended Data Fig. 5) might also contribute to these behaviors. 
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These circuits might include intermediate areas such as the mediodorsal thalamus, the 

striatum and the ventral tegmental area, especially with recent studies showing that the 

ventral tegmental area receives direct cerebellar input and that these outputs affect social 

reward behavior17,43.

Our results further understanding of the roles that the cerebellum plays in the modulation 

and execution of complex behaviors and support functional connections between the 

cerebellar cortex and cerebral cortical areas in the regulation of complex non-motor 

behavior3,9,10,19. Although there is insufficient room to fully discuss the topic here, the 

mPFC has been demonstrated to have key roles in socio-emotional processing44 and to have 

critical roles in executive control of behavior. In addition, the cerebellum has been 

demonstrated to play key roles in making predictions and updating and validating those 

predictions with real-time sensory information through the use of both implicit and explicit 

internal forward models (reviewed in ref. 45). These models involve closed-loop interactions 

between the cortex and cerebellum19. Indeed, from these models, disruption in these 

delineated circuits that connect the cerebellum and mPFC would be predicted to result in 

disruption in the ability to generate predictions, validate timing and update those parameters, 

which, all told, would be expected to have a detrimental effect on social interaction. 

However, although this study delineates a critical role for these cerebellar-mPFC circuits in 

the regulation of ASD-relevant behaviors, it will be an important avenue of future research 

to extend the findings of this study and both uncover the precise function of these regions 

and circuits during social interactions and further delineate the cerebellar-cerebro cortical 

network map contributing to these behaviors.

Further delineation of the critical circuit networks would also raise the potential for 

translational benefit, as neural circuit modulation is a developing avenue for potential 

therapeutic benefit. However, precise targeting of human mPFC circuits presents a 

therapeutic challenge owing to the dense processing occurring in the mPFC and because the 

mPFC offers a less accessible target for noninvasive neuromodulation46. Alternatively, the 

cerebellum, a more accessible anatomic area, might offer similar, if not greater, therapeutic 

value for neuropsychiatric disorders47. In fact, stimulation of the cerebellum has been 

shown to positively alter behaviors while affecting downstream prefrontal cortex function in 

preclinical studies of schizophrenia48,49. Our findings provide critical insights into how the 

cerebellum regulates ASD-relevant behaviors, while also offering important preclinical 

evidence to support a potential cerebellar therapeutic target of neuromodulation through 

which the therapeutic benefits of mPFC modulation could be leveraged to benefit ASD 

behaviors. Further understanding of the cerebellar topography and the downstream regulated 

circuits might thus provide specific therapeutic opportunities for ameliorating disrupted 

circuitry and behaviors for individuals with neuropsychiatric disorders.

Lastly, these findings demonstrate that social and repetitive behaviors can be improved even 

in adult mutant mice. Our previous findings have suggested that there is a sensitive period 

for social behavior that extends into adulthood, whereas the sensitive period for repetitive 

behaviors closes before adulthood50. However, our current findings that modulation can 

rescue both social and repetitive behaviors in adulthood suggest that targeted circuit 

modulation might offer benefit for ASD-related behaviors, even when genetic or 
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pharmacologically defined sensitive periods are closed. This result raises the possibility that 

modulatory therapies might even be beneficial for adults with ASD.

Thus, our findings increase mechanistic understanding of the cerebellar-regulated circuit 

involvement in ASD behaviors and specifically broaden understanding of the diverse brain-

wide contributions of the cerebellum to ASD. Moreover, these critical mechanistic insights 

offer the potential to be leveraged into and contribute to the development of therapeutic 

avenues for the treatment of ASD.

Methods

For more details, see the Nature Research Reporting Summary.

Mice

L7/Pcp2-Cre (L7Cre) transgenic mice51 were obtained from Jackson Laboratories. 

PCCre;Tsc1flox/flox (PC-Tsc1 mutant) animals were generated by crossing L7/Pcp2-Cre 
(PCCre) transgenic mice with floxed Tsc1 mice (Tsc1flox/flox)52 to yield PCCre;Tsc1 flox/+ 

progeny. These progeny were then crossed with one another to ultimately yield Tsc1flox/flox 

and PCCre;Tsc1flox/flox mice. These were then used as breeders with Tsc1flox/flox mice 

crossed to PCCre;Tsc1flox/flox mice. Only male animals were used for behavioral experiments 

and electrophysiological recordings. Mice were aged 5–12 weeks. Mice were of mixed 

genetic backgrounds (C57Bl/6J, 129 SvJae and BALB/cJ). Littermate controls were used for 

all behavioral experiments. Ai14 Td tomato reporter mice were used with AAV-1Cre 

injections for tracing experiments53. The University of Texas Southwestern and John 

Hopkins University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees approved all 

experimental protocols in this study.

Stereotaxic viral injections and optical fiber implantation

Viral vectors used in behavioral experiments were delivered to the prefrontal cortex and 

cerebellum with a nanoinjector (WPI) under stereotaxic guidance (Stoelting) in ketamine 

anesthetized mice. AAV1.hSyn.Cre.WPRE.hGH, AAV9.hSyn.eGFP.WPRE.bGH, 

AAV9.hSyn.TurboRFP.WPRE.rBG, cholera toxin B (CTB)-488, AAV5-hSyn-mCherry, 

AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry (hM3Dq), AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry 

(hM4Di), AAV8-CMV-GFP, AAV2-hSyn-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry and AAV2-hSyn-hM4D(Gi)-

mCherry, AAV8-CamKIIa-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry or optogenetic constructs (ChR2 (AAV5-

hSyn-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry) and Arch 3.0 (AAV5-hSyn-eArch3.0-EYFP)) were used for 

viral injections. Injection volumes varied depending on virus usage (3–50 nl for tracing 

experiments and 100–350 nl for behavioral experiments and recordings depending on the 

size of the brain areas injected). All viruses were purchased from the UNC Viral Vector Core 

or Addgene. All viral titers were 1012 vg ml−1. Location of injections were as follows (x, y, 

z): left PRL mPFC: −0.5, 2.10, −2.0; left VM thalamus: −0.7, −0.8, 4.0–4.2; right LN: −2.0, 

−6.24, −3.5; Rcrus1: −2.5, −6.36, −2.5; vermis VII/VIII: midline, −4.75 from lambda, −1.0. 

For optogenetic experiments, 1-mm optical fibers were implanted into the left PRL mPFC 

and secured with Krazy Glue and dental cement.
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In vivo awake recordings

Subjects were surgically implanted with custom-made microdrive arrays (8–10 g) designed 

to target the specific and relevant regions outlined in the study. Briefly, design of microdrive 

arrays was facilitated using Solidworks software with fabrication of core components 

(microdrive body, custom cannula and protective covering) achieved using a 3D printer 

(Formlabs). Each microdrive array contained independently adjustable, gold-plated tetrodes 

targeting the PRL (x, y, z: −0.5, 2.10, −2.0). Each tetrode consisted of a twisted bundle of 

four 17.8-mm platinum/10% iridium wires. Each wire was electroplated with gold to an 

impedance of <150 MΩ before surgery. Small jewelry screws (Component Supply) were 

used to anchor microdrives to the skull of the animal. One anchor screw served as a ground. 

Tetrodes were lowered to hypothetical recording depths during implantation surgery, and 

depths were not adjusted during/after the surgery at any point unless otherwise noted. 

Subjects were implanted under regulated isoflurane anesthesia; postoperative analgesic was 

administered subcutaneously in the form of buprenorphine (0.006 mg ml−1 at 0.01 ml g−1 

body weight). Exposure to experimental arenas and behavioral paradigms occurred after 

animals had fully recovered from implantation surgery and accustomed to the weight of 

implanted microdrive arrays. All implanted animals had access to chow and water ad libitum 

in their home cages throughout experiments unless described otherwise.

All data were collected using a Neuralynx data acquisition system and an overhead video 

system that recorded continuously at 30 Hz. Animal position and head direction were 

determined via infrared tracking stickers at rostral and caudal extremes of each microdrive. 

Analog neural signals were digitized at 32,556 Hz. Spike threshold crossings (50 μV) were 

recorded at 32,556 Hz. Continuous local field potential data were digitally filtered between 

0.1 and 500 Hz and recorded at 3,255.6 Hz. Recording locations were verified post hoc via 

electrolytic lesions and histologic analysis of 50-μm coronal sections.

Tracing experiments

Stereotaxic tracer injections were made into adult B6 mice or Ai14 mice in case of AAV-

mediated anterograde trans-synaptic tracing28.

AAV9.hSyn.TurboRFP.WPRE.rBG and AAV9.hSyn.eGFP.WPRE.bGH were used for 

anterograde axonal tracing, and AAV1.hSyn.Cre.WPRE.hGH was used for anterograde 

trans-synaptic tracing. Additionally, CTB-448 was used in combination with AAV-1 

anterograde tracing for supplemental tracing experiments.

Mice were placed on the stereotaxic apparatus under ketamine or isoflurane anesthesia (2% 

in 1.0 L min−1 oxygen). A small incision was made in the head skin of the mouse, and a 

small hole was drilled in the skull. A pulled glass pipette (tip inner diameter, 5–15 μm) filled 

with a tracer was stereotaxically inserted in the brain using an Angle One stereotaxic 

instrument (myNeuroLab.com), and a small amount of the tracer (3–50 nl) was pressure 

injected using Picospritzer II (Parker Hannifin) with nitrogen (15–30 psi) at the target. To 

more precisely localize tracer injections to the LN/MN, cerebellar local field potentials were 

monitored with an extracellular amplifier (ER-1, Cygnus; bandpass frequency 1–3,000 Hz), 

a 50/60-Hz noise eliminator (HumBug, Quest Scientific) and a speaker. Ten minutes after 
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the injection, the glass pipette was removed from the brain and the skin was sutured. After 

surgery, we waited 3 weeks for AAV axonal transport, 4 weeks for AAV trans-synaptic 

somatic labeling and 5 weeks for AAV trans-synaptic axonal transport. After appropriate 

transport periods, mice were deeply anesthetized with 2,2,2-tribromoethanol (also known as 

avertin, 0.5 mg g−1) and then were transcardially perfused with phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS) containing heparin (10 U ml−1) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. 

Brains were dissected out from the skull, post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA in PBS and 

cryoprotected in 30% sucrose PBS. The brains were embedded in gelatin to prevent 

separation of the cerebellum from the brainstem. The gelatin blocks were hardened on ice 

and then trimmed and fixed overnight with 4% PFA in 30% sucrose PFA. Coronal serial 

sections were cut at a thickness of 40 μm with freezing microtome. After being rinsed with 

PBS, the sections were stored in PBS containing 0.1% sodium azide at 4°C until use. The 

sections were rinsed with PBS, mounted on slide glass and coverslipped with 

VECTASHIELD (H-1400, Vector Laboratories).

Anatomical data analysis—We used the Paxinos mouse brain atlas54 for anatomical 

nomenclature. When needed, we also used other nomenclature based on literature. Images 

were taken with a confocal microscope system (FV1000, Olympus) or a charped-coupled 

device camera (ORCA-100, Hamamatsu) attached with an epi-fluorescent microscope 

(BX61, Olympus). Contrast and brightness were adjusted in Photoshop CS6 (Adobe). In 

some panels, low-magnification images were made by tiling several photos of higher 

magnification. For mapping disynaptic input to the cortex, we used a functional cortical 

map55 with modification.

Chemogenetic and optogenetic activation

CNO was purchased from Tocris Bioscience and reconstituted to 1 mg ml−1 concentration 

with 0.9% saline with dimethyl sulfoxide to 0.5%56. VEH contained 0.9% saline with 

DMSO to 0.5%. Mice were injected intraperitoneally with 2 mg kg−1 CNO 30 min before 

behavioral testing. For in vivo recordings, mice were injected with 2 mg kg−1 CNO after 10 

min of baseline recording.

Doric Connectorized Laser Diode Module 473 nm and Module 520 nm (CLDM_473/070 

and CLDM_520/060) were used with a transistor–transistor logic pulse generator 

(OTPG_4). ChR2 was activated with either 20-Hz continual or 4-Hz 5-ms blue light pulses 

during behavioral testing. Arch 3.0 was activated with green light at 20-Hz continual or 4-Hz 

5-ms pulses during behavioral testing. Laser output varied between 5- and 10-mW output 

from optical fibers that were tested before implantation.

Electrophysiology in acute slices

Acute slice recordings were performed as described previously5. In brief, after allowing 1–3 

weeks for ChR2 or Arch expression, two or three acute horizontal thalamus brain slices were 

prepared from 4–8-week-old mice for in vitro recording and stimulation (300-μm thick). 

Slices were cut in an ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) solution consisting of (in 

mM) 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2 and 25 glucose 

(pH, 7.3; osmolality, 310) equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Slices were initially 
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incubated at 32 °C for 30 min and then at room temperature for 45 min before recording in 

the same ACSF. Visually guided (infrared differential interference contrast video microscopy 

and water immersion ×40 objective) whole-cell recordings were obtained with patch pipettes 

(4–6 MΩ) pulled from borosilicate capillary glass (World Precision Instruments) with a 

Sutter P-1000 horizontal puller. Electrophysiological recordings were performed in the 

recording chamber at 32 °C. Thalamus neurons in brain slices were visualized by 

microscopy with UV.

The internal solution contained (in mM) 150 K-gluconate, 3 KCl, 10 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 3 

MgATP, 0.5 GTP, 5 phosphocreatine-tris2 and 5 phosphocreatine-Na2. pH was adjusted to 

7.2 with NaOH. Experiments were conducted with Axon Instruments hardware and software 

(Multiclamp 700B, Digidata 1440A and pClamp 10).

For optical stimulation, to assess responses to optical stimulation of thalamus neurons with 

ChR2 or Arch expressed, we used a blue laser at wavelengths of 440–470 nm and a green 

laser at wavelengths of 570–590 nm during recording by current clamp.

Miniature EPSCs were recorded at −70 mV in ACSF containing 1 μM tetrodotoxin (TTX) 

and picrotoxin (20 μM), whereas miniature IPSCs were recorded at +10 mV in the presence 

of 1 μM TTX, 5 μM (RS)-CPP 5 μM and 2,3-dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-

tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide. The internal pipette solution contained (in 

mM) 140 Cs-methanesulfonate, 15 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 2 TEA-Cl, 2 MgATP, 0.3 NaGTP, 10 

phosphocreatine-tris2 and 2 QX 314-Cl. pH was adjusted to 7.2 with CsOH. Recordings 

were included only when a GΩ seal formed before whole-cell access. Whole-cell patch-

clamp recordings were obtained from pyramidal cells in layers 2/3 of the PRL cortex. 

Pyramidal neurons were distinguished from interneurons by their shape, spiking pattern and 

action potential. In addition, their identity was confirmed by their large apical dendrites, 

which were visualized by using Neurobiotin staining.

Mouse in vivo electrophysiology

Male and female mice were used for in vivo anesthetized extracellular single-unit 

recordings. Recordings were done as described previously8. In brief, mice were anesthetized 

using a combination of ketamine (100 mg kg−1) and xylazine (10 mg kg−1) and placed in a 

stereotaxic apparatus, and a TC-1000 temperature controller with rectal probe was used to 

keep the mice at 37 °C. Craniotomies were performed to remove a rectangular patch of skull 

over each recorded brain area. Care was taken to avoid surface blood vessels during 

microelectrode insertion, and dura was kept intact and moistened with saline during the 

experiment. Tungsten microelectrodes (World Precision Instruments; 3-μm insulation, 

0.356-mm shaft, 2 MΩ, 1–2-μm tip) were inserted to each desired depth (same stereotaxic 

locations as viral injections), and electrophysiological activity was acquired, amplified and 

band-pass filtered (low-pass filter, 5 kHz; high-pass filter, 300 Hz) with a MultiClamp 700B 

programmable amplifier (Molecular Devices). For experiments with CNO modulation, CNO 

was administered after acquiring 10 min of baseline recording. Average frequency after 

CNO was calculated by averaging frequency of single units from 60–70 min and 

normalizing to baseline frequency. All raw values for frequency of spiking (shown in figures 

as normalized values) can be found in Extended Data Fig. 10. Recordings with optogenetics 
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were analyzed by collecting 10-min baseline single-unit frequency and average frequency 

during 10 min with laser stimulation (4 Hz in 5-ms pulses or 20 Hz continuous). Mice were 

randomly assigned to treatment groups. Data analysis was done offline using codes written 

in MATLAB, and Wave_Clus was used for semi-automated spike sorting and clustering of 

single units.

Mouse MRI

Animal preparation—Experimentation complied with all ethical regulations. The animal 

care protocol was approved by the Toronto Centre for Phenogenomics as well as the 

institutions that provided the mice. Given that the MRI scanning, registration and volume 

measurements were an automated process, the experimenters were not blinded to genotype.

Anesthesia was performed in the mice using a mixture of ketamine and xylazine. The 

mixture was intracardially perfused with 30 ml of 0.1 M PBS with 10 U ml−1 heparin 

(Sigma) and 2 mM of our gadolinium contrast agent, ProHance, followed by 30 ml of 4% 

PFA containing 2 mM ProHance. Mice were decapitated after perfusion. The skin, lower 

jaw, ears and nose were removed as previously described. The brain remained within the 

skull, and both were incubated overnight in 4% PFA containing 2 mM ProHance at 4 °C. 

The brain and skull were then transferred to 0.1 M PBS containing 2 mM ProHance and 

0.02% sodium azide for at least 1 month before MRI scanning57,58.

Our full data set consisted of 94 genotypic models of ASD (2,414 mice, 67.7% male, PND 

30–245) (Supplementary Table 3). When this data set was analyzed, significant differences 

(FDR corrected q < 0.05) in covariance were observed between Rcrus1 and the left PRL 

mPFC in addition to posterior vermis and this region. To examine whether certain subsets of 

models might be contributing to this effect, significant volume differences per genotype 

were identified within both the left mPFC and cerebellar regions of interest (ie, Rcrus1 and 

posterior vermis) separately for each model. Thirty models with P < 0.05 in both the left 

mPFC and the cerebellar regions were identified, and structural covariance analysis on these 

models (n = 559) and controls (n = 1,101) was also performed (demographics included in 

Supplementary Table 3). For each mouse line, the control mice were prepared and provided 

by the same facility that provided the mutant mice, with some facilities providing multiple 

mutations.

MRI sequence details—A 7T MRI scanner (Agilent) was used to acquire all images. 

Images were acquired between 2012 and 2017. In this time, the scan protocol was modified 

to increase throughput and resolution while maintaining consistent signal-to-noise ratio and 

tissue contrast. All mice were scanned using a T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence, with 

three different sets of parameters. Most mice were scanned using Sequence 3. Either an 

insert gradient with an inner bore diameter of 6 cm or an outer gradient with a 30-cm inner 

bore diameter was used, as previously described59,60,61.

Sequence 1 was used to scan three brains per overnight session. Three custom-built solenoid 

coils were used for parallel imaging58,59. The parameters—optimized for high contrast 

between white and gray matter—were as follows: repetition time (TR) = 325 ms, echo time 

(TE) = 10 ms per echo for six echoes (the center of k-space was acquired on echo 4), four 
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averages, field of view (FOV) = 14 × 14 × 25 mm3, a matrix size of 432 × 432 × 780 and 32-

μm isotropic voxels. Total imaging time was approximately 12 h57,62,63.

Sequence 2 was used to scan 16 brains per overnight session, using an in-house custom-built 

16-coil solenoid array to acquire images in parallel57,62,63. The parameters were as 

follows: TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 42 ms per echo for six echoes, FOV = 25 mm × 28 mm × 14 

mm, a matrix size of 450 × 504 × 250 and 56-μm isotropic voxels. Alternating echoes were 

used to acquire consecutive k-space lines. This was done to move ghosting artifacts to the 

periphery of the FOV60,61,64. The phase-encoding direction was oversampled by a factor of 

2 to avoid interference from these artifacts. This direction was then cropped to 14 mm after 

reconstruction. Total imaging time was approximately 12 h.

Sequence 3 was used to scan 16 brains per overnight session, using the 16-coil solenoid 

array used for Sequence 258,62,63. k-space was acquired using a cylindrical acquisition65. 

The parameters were as follows: TR = 350 ms, TE = 12 ms per echo for six echoes, FOV = 

20 × 20 × 25 mm3, a matrix size of 504 × 504 × 630 and 40-μm isotropic voxels. Total 

imaging time was approximately 14 h.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using the R statistical package (https://www.r-

project.org/). Brain volumes were segmented according to the publicly available Dorr–

Steadman–Ullman–Richards–Qiu–Egan 40-μm atlas, which defines 180 structures (356 

bilaterally) within a three-dimensional atlas of adult C57Bl/6J mice66,67,68,69. 

Segmentation and labeling were performed using the RMINC package (https://github.com/

Mouse-Imaging-Centre/RMINC). All regional volumes were normalized to total brain 

volume for each mouse before model fitting. A linear regression model with interaction-

with-genotype and interaction-with-sex terms was fit to brain volume data to compare pairs 

of structures. Sex and interaction with sex were included as covariates in the structural 

covariance model used to measure the interaction-with-genotype effect. In this model, 

‘genotype’ is a two-level factor, with ‘wild type’ and ‘mutant’ as the two levels. The 

interaction-with-genotype coefficients were tested for significance using a two-sided t-test. P 
values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure; 

these FDR-corrected P values are herein referred to as q values. The coefficient of 

determination (R2) for each model was also evaluated.

Human structural MRI

The human brain imaging data come from the POND network as well as data collected in a 

series of experiments in the lab of M.J.T. These studies were approved by the Hospital for 

Sick Children’s Research Ethics Board. All scans were acquired on the same 3T Siemens 

magnet, although there was an upgrade between the Tim Trio and the Prisma in between. A 

total of 1,222 scans from 786 individuals were processed. T1 scans (Trio: TR/TE 2,300/2.96 

ms, flip angle (FA) 9°, FOV 192 × 240 × 256 mm, 1.0-mm isotropic voxels, scan time 5 

min; Prisma: TR/TE 1,870/3.14 ms, FA 9°, FOV 192 × 240 × 256 mm, 0.8-mm isotropic 

voxels) were processed. Cerebellar volumes were segmented using the MAGeT 

pipeline70,71. Cortical volumes were extracted from the CIVET v2.1 pipeline72,73,74. 
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After quality control, 902 scans (425 ASD and 477 control) from 648 individuals (285 ASD 

and 368 control) were considered for analysis. Age range was 2–50 years, with a mean age 

of 13 years.

We tested whether covariance between cerebellar and cortical regions differed by diagnosis. 

First, we used Rcrus1 as our seed and six separate left hemisphere cortical regions as targets 

(mPFC, medial orbitofrontal anterior cingulate cortex, anterior cingulate/paracingulate, 

gyrus rectus, superior frontal gyrus (medial orbital part) and superior parietal gyrus). Next, 

we removed overall brain volume by dividing each region by total brain volume. Volumes 

were then standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the s.d. A regression model 

then tested for the seed region against the target region, diagnosis, diagnosis and target 

interaction, covariates for scanner (Prisma or Trio), age at scan and sex. If an individual had 

more than one scan, the volumes were averaged (multiple scans were acquired in the same 

session or within a short period of time of each other). The diagnosis by target interaction 

was of primary interest. To ensure that our brain volume covarying strategy did not unduly 

influence the results, we repeated the analyses using log regressions as in ref. 75. The results 

were largely identical.

Human functional MRI

The study was approved by the American University Institutional Review Board. Eight TD 

male adults (mean age, 20.75 ± 1.91 years) and eight male adults with ASD (mean age, 

26.13 ± 9.79 years) provided written, informed consent to participate in the study. 

Functional MRI was performed on Georgetown University’s Center for Functional and 

Molecular Imaging’s Magnetom Trio 3T scanner with a 12-channel head coil. Resting state 

data were acquired as part of a larger study (results to be reported elsewhere). Participants 

underwent a 5-min, 50-s resting state scan, during which they rested comfortably with their 

eyes open (acquisition parameters: TR = 2.5 s, TE = 30 ms, 47 interleaved slices, 3.2-mm 

slice thickness, 3.2-mm voxel size, 90° FA, 140 volumes (this does not include dummies)). 

Participants also completed a high-resolution T1 MP-RAGE structural scan (acquisition 

parameters: TR = 1.9 s, TE = 2.52 ms, 176 interleaved slices, 1.0-mm slice thickness, 0.98-

mm voxel size, 9° FA).

Data analyses were performed using the CONN toolbox (version 18b; www.nitrc.org/

projects/conn, RRID:SCR_009550) implemented in MATLAB (version R2018b). Group 

MVPA was conducted using CONN with three factors and a dimensionality reduction of 64. 

Voxel-to-voxel functional connectivity maps thresholded at P < 0.001, FDR cluster corrected 

P < 0.05 yielded significant clusters in the medial prefrontal cortex (peak coordinates (x, y, 

z): 4, 38, −24; k = 260) and Rcrus 1 and Rcrus2 of the cerebellum (peak coordinates (x, y, 

z): 34, −82, −40; k = 18). Seed-to-voxel post hoc analyses were then performed from these 

seeds to examine whether there were group differences in functional connectivity between 

the medial PFC and the Rcrus1 Rcrus2 cerebellar clusters. Seeds were created by extracting 

the medial prefrontal and cerebellar clusters, and seed-to-voxel results comparing functional 

connectivity in the ASD and TD groups were thresholded at P < 0.001, FDR cluster 

corrected P < 0.05.
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Behavioral analysis

Statistics of behavioral experiments can be found in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. 

Behavioral studies were performed with male mice, with repeat testing performed for the 

following behavioral tests: elevated plus maze, open field, three-chambered apparatus, 

grooming and olfaction testing. Mice were randomly assigned to groups for viral injection 

type. Each mouse performed these testing paradigms with VEH and CNO. Starting 

treatment was randomly assigned and then alternated between VEH and CNO treatments. To 

minimize previous exposure to the task, repeated testing in a specific behavioral paradigm 

was separated by 1 week. Testing was performed in the order listed above. For rotarod and 

water maze testing, which were performed in the weeks after the above testing, mice were 

randomly assigned to one treatment group (either VEH or CNO), and no repeat testing was 

performed owing to the learning component involved in these tests. Animals were group 

housed under a 12-h light:dark cycle. Chemogenetic studies involved the following controls: 

GFP infection (VEH and CNO) and designer receptors exclusively activated by designer 

drugs (DREADD) infection (VEH and CNO) for all behavioral studies to control for 

DREADD activation and potential effects of VEH and to control for CNO off-target 

effects76. Optogenetic studies involved the following controls: GFP infection (light ON and 

OFF) and ChR2/Arch infection (light ON and OFF) to control for optogenetic stimulation/

inhibition and potential effects of light versus surgical procedure77. All behavioral assays 

were performed by examiners blinded to genotype.

Open field—Open field testing was conducted at 6–10 weeks of age in a 17.5-inch square 

box for 15 min as previously described78. Distance traveled in the open field and time spent 

in the center quadrant were quantified by Noldus EthoVision tracking. Center zone was 

marked as a 14-cm square. Light was kept at 40 lux and tested at the center of the open field.

Elevated plus maze—Elevated plus maze testing was conducted between 6 and 10 weeks 

of age as previously described. Briefly, testing was conducted for 5 min with time in the 

open arm and total distance traveled calculated with EthoVision tracking. Light in the open 

arms was kept at 30 lux.

Accelerating rotarod—Animals were tested using the accelerating rotarod as previously 

described over 5 consecutive days79. Latency to fall was recorded.

Three-chambered social testing—Male mice between 7 and 11 weeks old were tested 

with the three-chambered social approach and social novelty assays as described 

previously80. Time in each chamber was calculated through automated tracking, and time 

spent sniffing was calculated by examiner and by automated detection (TopScan, CleverSys 

and Noldus EthoVision). Briefly, the three-chambered apparatus (Nationwide Plastics) was 

in a room with 30-lux lighting at the center of the apparatus and a celling-mounted camera 

for EthoVision tracking. The mice were socially isolated for 30 min before testing and then 

habituated to the center chamber for 10 min. Then, recording was started, and the mice were 

allowed to explore all three chambers for another 10-min habituation period. For social 

approach testing, an empty wire cup and a wire cup with an age- and gender- matched C57 

mouse were added in opposite side chambers, and the mouse was tested for 10 min. Then, 
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another C57 mouse was added to the previously empty cup for another 10 min of testing for 

social novelty.

Grooming—Male mice, 6–11 weeks old, were habituated to an empty cage for 10 min and 

then timed for self-grooming behavior for 10 min81. Mice were tested in red light between 

18:00 and 22:00. Grooming time was recorded by an examiner with a stopwatch.

Social olfaction—Olfaction was tested in 8–11-week-old mice as described previously82. 

Mice were exposed to each scent in three consecutive 2-min trials in the following order: 

water, almond (Kirkland), banana (imitation, McCormick), social 1 and social 2. Social 

scents were collected from the dirty cages of age- and gender-matched unfamiliar mice. 

Time spent sniffing was recorded with a stopwatch by an examiner.

Water T-maze/water Y-maze—Reversal learning in the water T-maze or water Y-maze 

was conducted as described previously83. Mice 8–12 weeks of age were tested with 3 d of 

15 trials per day to locate a submerged platform in one arm of the maze. For the following 3 

d, the platform was moved to the opposite arm, and the mice were tested for finding the new 

platform location. Number of correct trials out of 15 was calculated for each day.

Statistics

Behavioral data are reported with box and whisker plots. Medians are denoted by the box 

lines with 5–95% denoted by the whiskers.

Electrophysiological recordings are shown as mean ± s.e.m., and statistical analysis was 

carried out with GraphPad Prism software. Two- or three-way ANOVAs with post hoc 

Sidakʼs multiple comparison tests were used to evaluate significance for behavioral tests. 

Outlier tests were also conducted using the robust regression outlier test in the Prism 

software suite to determine if data should be excluded. Six datum were found to be outliers 

across all mini EPSC/IPSC recordings and were excluded.

Electrophysiological data were analyzed with Prism software and tested for normality of 

distribution with a one-tailed Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. If data were found to be normal, a 

two-tailed Studentʼs t-test was used. If data were found not to be normally distributed, a 

Mann–Whitney test was used to test for significance between groups. For all other data, data 

distribution was assumed to be normal, but this was not formally tested. The sample size 

estimate was performed based on a repeated-measures ANOVA design (mixed-model 

ANOVA with covariance structure of compound symmetry) using PASS 12 to estimate 

sample size5,8.

Reporting Summary

Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting 

Summary linked to this article.
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Extended Data

Extended Data Fig. 1. mPFC Gi DREADDs in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice.
a, Sample of injection site locations from PC-Tsc1 mutants injected with Gi (inhibitory) 

DREADDs/GFP into left prelimbic (PRL) medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). b, Awake in 
vivo single unit recordings in the left PRL of control or PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. c, Three 

chambered social approach assay; time spent sniffing novel animal (NA), or novel object 

(NO). d, Three chambered social novelty testing; time spent sniffing NA or familiar animal 

(FA). e, Time in the open arm and distance traveled in the elevated plus maze assay. f, Time 

in the center of the open field and g, distance traveled in the open field. h, Latency to fall in 

accelerating rotarod test. Box line denoted median/whiskers denoted 5–95%. n ≥ 10 for all 

experiments. All behavioral tests were analyzed with two or three-way ANOVA and Sidak 

post test and single unit recordings were analyzed with Mann-Whitney test, shown as mean 

SEM. ****P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. P values and complete animal 

numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Left Prelimbic Synaptic Properties in PC- Tsc1 Mutant Mice.
a, mini EPSC (mEPSC) representative traces with zoomed in views below initial traces as 

noted; b, mEPSC frequency; c, mEPSC amplitude; d, mEPSC rise time; e, mEPSC decay 

time; f, representative mIPSC traces with zoomed in views blow initial traces as noted; g, 

mIPSC frequency; h, mIPSC amplitude; i, mIPSC rise time; j, and mIPSC decay time in PC-

Tsc1 mutant mice and control mice. Groups had 12–15 cells from 5 animals in each. 

Students t-test, ****P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05.

Extended Data Fig. 3. Impact of chemogenetic inhibition of mPFC on Rcrus1 PC inhibition-
regulated behaviors.
a, Sample injection site locations in area Rcrus1. b, Awake in vivo single unit recordings in 

prelimbic cortex (PRL) in mice with Rcrus1 Gi DREADD inhibition (CNO) or vehicle 

treatment. c, In vivo single unit recordings in motor cortex of anesthetized mice with Rcrus1 

Gi DREADDs inhibition compared to baseline. No significant change identified. d, In vivo 
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single unit recordings in right PRL of anesthetized mice with Rcrus1 Gi DREADD 

inhibition compared to baseline. No significant change identified. e, In vivo single unit 

recordings in left PRL of anesthetized mice with Rcrus1 Gi DREADD inhibition and either 

GFP or Gi injection in the mPFC. f, Three chambered social approach assay; time spent 

sniffing novel animal (NA), or novel object (NO). g, Three chambered social novelty testing; 

time spent sniffing NA, or familiar animal (FA). h, Time in the open arm and distance 

traveled in the elevated plus maze assay. i, Time in the center of the open field and j, 
distance traveled in the open field. k, Latency to fall in accelerating rotarod test. All 

behavioral tests were analyzed with two or three-way ANOVA and Sidak post test. Single 

unit recordings were analyzed with Mann-Whitney test, shown as mean SEM. All raw 

values for frequency of spiking that are shown in figures as normalized values can be found 

in Extended Data Fig. 10. Box line denoted median/whiskers denoted 5– 95%. n ≥ 10 for all 

behavioral experiments. ****P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. P values and 

complete animal numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 2.

Extended Data Fig. 4. Inhibition of LN in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice.
a, Sample injection site locations and injection site pictures of Gi DREADDs injected into 

LN of PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. b, Single unit activity in the right lateral nucleus (LN) with 

chemogenetic inhibition (Gi) or control GFP injection. c, Three chambered social approach 

assay; time spent sniffing novel animal (NA), or novel object (NO). d, Three chambered 

social novelty testing; time spent sniffing NA, or familiar animal (FA). e, Time in the open 

arm and distance traveled in the elevated plus maze assay. f, Time in the center of the open 

field and g, distance traveled in the open field. h, Latency to fall in accelerating rotarod test. 

All behavioral tests were analyzed with two or three-way ANOVA and Sidak post hoc 

testing. Recordings were analyzed with Mann-Whitney test, shown as mean SEM. For 

frequency of spiking shown in figures as normalized values, raw values can be found in 
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Extended Data Fig. 10. Box line denoted median/whiskers denoted 5–95%. n ≥ 10 for all 

behavioral experiments. ****P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. P values and 

complete animal numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 2.

Extended Data Fig. 5. Thalamic and layer 1 cortical areas targeted by the medial and lateral 
cerebellar nuclei.
a, Thalamic nuclei with monosynaptic inputs from the right medial nucleus (MN) and lateral 

nucleus (LN) identified via AAV1-mediated anterograde transsynaptic tracing. The number 

of the trans-synaptically labeled thalamic neurons in each nucleus indicated as + + (high), + 

(low), and - (none). b, Disynaptic inputs from the right MN and LN to distinct cortical 

regions of the left cerebral cortex, identified via transsynaptic tracing. Labeled input density 

to layer 1 of each cortical area is indicated as + + (high), + (low), and - (none). c, 

Representative tracing results of disynaptic inputs from the right MN and LN to distinct 

areas in the left cerebral cortex. Axons and terminals of thalamic neurons trans-synaptically 

labeled from injections to MN and LN are indicated in black. Results from injections to MN 

and LN are in the left and right, respectively, of each panel. Top and bottom parts of each 

panel correspond to layer 1 and 6. Inputs to layer 1 originate predominantly from the VM 

thalamus. Arrowheads indicate layer 1. Scale bar applies to all panels. d, representative 

injection site in the LN and e, representative injection site in the MN. Scale bar applies to all 

panels. Abbreviations; Aud, auditory cortex; Cg, cingulate cortex; CL, centrolateral thalamic 

nucleus; FrA, frontal association cortex; IL, infralimbic cortex; LD, laterodorsal thalamic 

nucleus; LO, lateral orbital cortex; LP, lateroposterior thalamic nucleus; M1 and M2, 

primary and secondary motor cortex; MD, mediodorsal thalamic nucleus; MO, medial 

orbital cortex; PF, parafascicular thalamic nucleus; Po, posterior thalamic group; PrL, 

prelimbic cortex; Ptl, parietal association cortex; Rhi, ecto-/peri-/ento-entorhinal cortex; 

Rsp, retrosplenial cortex; S1 and S2, primary and secondary sensory cortex; Tem, temporal 
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association cortex; VL, ventrolateral thalamic nucleus; VM, ventromedial thalamic nucleus; 

VO, ventral orbital cortex.

Extended Data Fig. 6. ChR2 activation of VM thalamus-PRL mPFC circuit.
a, Sample injection site locations for ChR2/Arch injection into the left VM thalamus. b, To 

test for possible antidromic activation, in vivo anesthetized single unit recordings in the VM 

thalamus-targeted parietal association cortex (PAC) were performed upon mPFC laser 

stimulation of ChR2 or GFP VM-thalamus terminals at 20 Hz or 4 Hz. Image of TdTomato 

positive terminals in PAC from LN AAV-1 tracing injection (top left). c, Three chambered 

social approach assay; time spent sniffing novel animal (NA), or novel object (NO) with 20 

Hz (left) or 4 Hz (right) stimulation. d, Three chambered social novelty testing; time spent 

sniffing NA, or familiar animal (FA) with 20 Hz (left) or 4 Hz (right) stimulation. e, Time in 

the open arm and distance traveled in the elevated plus maze assay. f, Distance traveled in 

the open field and g, time in the center of the open field. All behavioral tests were analyzed 

with two or three-way ANOVA and Sidak post test and recordings were analyzed with two 

way ANOVA (unmarked = not significant). For frequency of spiking shown in figures as 

normalized values (mean SEM), raw values can be found in Extended Data Fig. 10. Box line 

denoted median/whiskers denoted 5–95%. n ≥ 10 for all behavioral experiments. ****P < 

0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. P values and complete animal numbers can be 

found in Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 7. Arch inhibition of VM thalamus-PRL mPFC circuit on PC-Tsc1 mutant 
mice.
a, Three chambered social approach assay; time spent sniffing novel animal (NA), or novel 

object (NO) with 20 Hz (left) or 4 Hz (right) stimulation. b, Three chambered social novelty 

testing; time spent sniffing NA, or familiar animal (FA) with 20 Hz (left) or 4 Hz (right) 

stimulation. c, Time in the open arm and distance traveled in the elevated plus maze assay. d, 

Time in the center of the open field and distance traveled in the open field. All behavioral 

tests were analyzed with two or three-way ANOVA and Sidak post test. Box line denoted 

median/whiskers denoted 5–95%. N ≥ 10 for all behavioral experiments. ****P < 0.0001; 

***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. P values and complete animal numbers can be found 

in Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 8. Structural covariance MRI of cerebellar vermis and mPFC.
Structural covariance MRI in mouse models of ASD vs. controls. Comparisons between 

vermis lobule VII (top), VIII (middle) or IX (bottom) and mPFC (left) or Prelimbic (PRL) 

mPFC (right). q values are stated. Each dot represents single imaged brain. Additional 

demographic information can be found in Supplementary Table 3.
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Extended Data Fig. 9. Gi DREADDs inhibition of PCs in the posterior vermis and Gq DREADDs 
activation of posterior vermis in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice.
a, Injection sites from MN and LN tracing to VM thalamus (top) and sample locations of Gi 

(inhibitory) or Gq (excitatory) DREADD injections into posterior vermis of PC-Tsc1 mice 

(bottom). b, Three chambered social approach assay; time spent sniffing novel animal (NA), 

or novel object (NO). c, Three chambered social novelty testing; time spent sniffing NA, or 

familiar animal (FA). d, Time in the open arm and e, distance traveled in the elevated plus 

maze assay. f, Time in the center of the open field and g, distance traveled in the open field. 

h, Latency to fall in accelerating rotarod test. i, Three chambered social approach assay; 

time spent sniffing novel animal (NA), or novel object (NO). j, Three chambered social 

novelty testing; time sniffing novel animal (NA), or familiar animal (FA). k, Time in the 

open arm and distance traveled in the elevated plus maze assay. l, Time in the center of the 

open field and distance traveled in the open field. m, Latency to fall in accelerating rotarod 

test. All behavioral tests were analyzed with two or three-way ANOVA and Sidak post test. 

Box line denoted median/whiskers denoted 5–95%. n ≥ 10 for all behavioral tests. ****P < 

0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. P values and complete animal numbers can be 

found in Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 10. Raw frequency values for all normalized single unit graphs.
a, Frequency of firing of single units recorded in the left medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 

with control or inhibitory (Gi) DREADDs. b, Frequency of firing recorded in the left mPFC 

or motor cortex, with Rcrus1 Gi inhibition. c, Spike frequency in the mPFC with Rcrus1 Gi 

and mPFC Gi inhibition. d, Right mPFC spike frequency with Rcrus1 Gi. e, Spike 

Frequency in the Lateral Nucleus (LN) with LN Gi inhibition. f, mPFC spike frequency with 

LN Gi DREADDs. g, mPFC spike frequency with VM thalamic-mpfc Channel Rhodopsin 

(ChR2) activation of 4 Hz or h, 20 Hz. i, mPFC spike frequency with VM thalamus-mPFC 

Archaerhodopsin (Arch) inhibition at 4 Hz or j, 20 Hz. k, Parietal Association Cortex (PAC) 

firing with VM thalamic-mPFC ChR2 stimulation at 4 Hz and l, 20 Hz. m, mPFC spike 

frequency with posterior vermis Gi inhibition. ****P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; 

*P < 0.05. P values complete animal numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 2. 

Statistical analysis was done with the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1: Modulation of elevated PRL activity in PC-Tsc1 mutants rescues social deficits and 
repetitive/inflexible behaviors.
a, In vivo extracellular recordings in the left PRL mPFC in PC-Tsc1 mutants and littermate 

controls. Average single-unit firing frequency, with superimposed single-unit traces (top) 

with average and summary trace (thick black line). b, Representative injection site of 

inhibitory Gi DREADDs into the left PRL mPFC of PC-Tsc1 mutants. c, Validation of 

inhibitory Gi DREADDs function through extracellular single-unit recordings in the left 

PRL of anesthetized mice. d,e, Three-chambered social approach assay and social index (d) 

and three-chambered social novelty assay and social index (e). f,g, Time spent sniffing 

scents in social olfaction assay (f) and time spent grooming (g). h, Behavioral flexibility 

tested in water Y-maze. Rev D, reversal day. All behavioral tests include Gi DREADD-

injected and GFP-injected PC-Tsc1 mutants with both CNO and VEH conditions. Box line 

denotes median, and whiskers denote 5–95%. n ≥ 10 for all groups. Mann–Whitney test 

conducted for recording analysis, shown as mean ± s.e.m. All raw values for frequency of 

spiking (shown in figures as normalized values) can be found in Extended Data Fig. 10. 

Two-way ANOVA with Sidakʼs post test used for all behavioral tests. ****P < 0.0001, ***P 
< 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05. All other comparisons are not significant. Complete P 
values and animal numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 1.
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Fig. 2: Rcrus1 and PRL are functionally connected and play important roles in ASD behaviors.
a, Average single-unit frequency in the left PRL mPFC upon chemogenetic inhibition of 

Rcrus1. b, Structural MRI covariance between Rcrus1 and left mPFC (left) and PRL (right) 

across 30 mouse models of ASD-linked genes; FDR-corrected q values. c, Structural MRI 

covariance between Rcrus1 and left gyrus rectus in human TD and ASD cohorts from the 

POND study. For b and c, each dot represents a single imaged brain. d,e, Functional MRI 

MVPA similarly reveals altered functional connectivity in the mPFC and Rcrus1 and Rcrus2 

in individuals with ASD (P < 0.001, FDR cluster P < 0.05) (d), whereas post hoc seed-to-

voxel analyses from Rcrus1 seed reveals reduced functional connectivity with the mPFC 

(yellow), which overlaps with the region delineated by the MVPA (blue) (P < 0.001, k > 50) 

and with structural MRI findings (e). vmPFC, ventromedial PFC. f, Diagram of 

experimental approach for viral injections into PRL and Rcrus1. g–k, Effect of PRL 

inhibition on Rcrus1 inhibition-mediated ASD behaviors. g, Social index from three-

chambered social approach h, Social novelty testing. i,j, Time spent sniffing in social 

olfaction assay (i) and time spent grooming (j) were tested. k, Behavioral flexibility tested in 

water Y-maze assay. All behavioral tests include mice with Gi DREADDs injected into 

Rcrus1 and either Gi DREADDs or GFP injected into the mPFC with either VEH or CNO 

injections. Box line denotes median, and whiskers denote 5–95% range. n ≥ 10 for all 

groups. Mann–Whitney test conducted for recording analysis, shown as mean ± s.e.m. All 

raw values for frequency of spiking (shown in figures as normalized values) can be found in 

Extended Data Fig. 10. Two-way ANOVA with Sidakʼs post test used for all behavioral tests. 

All unlabeled comparisons are not significant. ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 

and *P < 0.05. P values, q values and complete numbers and demographics can be found in 

Supplementary Tables 1, 3 and 4. CON, control; MUT, mutant.
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Fig. 3: The cerebellar LN is functionally connected to the PRL cortex and regulates social 
behaviors.
a, PCs in Rcrus1 project predominantly to the right LN. b, PRL single-unit firing with Gi 

DREADDs suppression of LN. c, Diagram of experimental approach for Gi DREADDs 

injection into the LN of PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. d–h, Effect of chemogenetic inhibition of 

right LN (Gi DREADD) on ASD behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. d,e, Social index from 

the three-chambered social approach assay (d) and social index from social novelty testing 

(e). f,g, Time spent sniffing in social olfaction assay (f) and time spent grooming (g) were 

tested. h, Behavioral flexibility tested in water Y-maze assay. Box line denotes median, and 

whiskers denote 5–95%. n ≥ 9 for all groups. Mann–Whitney test conducted for recording 

analysis, shown as mean ± s.e.m. All raw values for frequency of spiking (shown in figures 

as normalized values) can be found in Extended Data Fig. 10. Two-way ANOVA with 

Sidakʼs post test used for all behavioral tests. All unlabeled comparisons are not significant. 

****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05. P values, q values and complete 

animal numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 1.
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Fig. 4: VM thalamus connects to the PRL cortex to regulate ASD behaviors.
a, Trans-synaptic anterograde AAV-1Cre injected into the LN of Cre-dependent Td-tomato 

reporter mice. b–d, Labeling of postsynaptic neuronal cell bodies was observed in the left 

VM thalamus and terminals in the left PRL mPFC. e,f, Diagram of experimental approach 

for ChR2 experiments (e) and representative injection site in thalamus and optical fiber 

placement for optogenetic experiments (f). g, ChR2 stimulation of VM thalamic cells in 

acute slice preparations results in increased spiking. h, Single units from extracellular 

recordings in the left PRL mPFC upon 20-Hz or 4-Hz laser stimulation of thalamic-derived 

terminals in the PRL mPFC. i–l, Effect of optogenetic activation (4 Hz or 20 Hz) of VM 

thalamic terminals in the PRL cortex on behavior. i,j, Social index from the three-chambered 

social approach assay (i) and social index from the social novelty testing (j). k,l, Time spent 

sniffing in social olfaction assay (k) and time spent grooming (l) were tested. m, 

Experimental approach for Arch experiments. n, Patch-clamp recordings in acute slice 

preparations of mice injected with AAV-Arch into the VM thalamus, showing inhibition of 

thalamic cell firing with photic activation. o, Change in single-unit frequency in the left PRL 

mPFC upon optogenetic stimulation of VM thalamus-derived terminals in the PRL. p–s, 

Effect of optogenetic inhibition (4 Hz or 20 Hz) of VM thalamic terminals in the PRL cortex 

on ASD behaviors seen in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice. p,q, Social index from three-chambered 

social approach assay (p) and social novelty testing (q). r,s, Time spent sniffing in social 

olfaction assay (r) and time spent grooming (s) were tested. Box line denotes median, and 

whiskers denote 5–95%. n ≥ 10 for all groups. Two-way ANOVA conducted for recording 

analysis, shown as mean ± s.e.m. All raw values for frequency of spiking (shown in figures 

as normalized values) can be found in Extended Data Fig. 10. Two-way ANOVA with 

Sidakʼs post test used for all behavioral tests. All unlabeled comparisons are not significant. 

****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05. P values and complete animal 

numbers can be found in Supplementary Table 1.
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Fig. 5: Posterior cerebellar vermis is structurally and functionally connected to PRL, and 
stimulation specifically rescues repetitive/inflexible behaviors.
a, Change in single-unit firing frequency in the mPFC upon chemogenetic inhibition (Gi) of 

posterior vermis PCs. b, MRI reveals altered structural covariance between posterior vermis 

and mPFC (left) PRL area (right) in 30 mouse models of ASD-linked genes. Each dot 

represents a single imaged brain. c, Cerebellar vermis PCs project predominantly to the MN. 

MN and LN both project to the VM thalamus. d,e, Viral injections into LN (pink) and MN 

(green) both reveal terminals in the VM thalamus. f–i, Trans-synaptic AAV-1Cre anterograde 

tracing injected into the MN of Cre-dependent Td-tomato reporter mice reveals postsynaptic 

cells in the VM thalamus (f,g) and terminals in the left PRL mPFC (h,i). j–n, Effect of 

chemogenetic inhibition (Gi) of posterior vermis (j) on ASD behavior (k–n). k,l. Social 

index from the three-chambered social approach assay (k) and social index from the social 

novelty assay (l). m, Time spent grooming was tested. n, Behavioral flexibility was tested in 

water Y-maze assay. Rev D, reversal day. o–s, Effect of chemogenetic stimulation (Gq) of 

posterior vermis (o) on ASD behaviors in PC-Tsc1 mutant mice (p–s). p,q, Social index 

from the three-chambered social approach assay (p) and social novelty assay (q). r, Time 

spent grooming was tested. s, Behavioral flexibility was tested in water Y-maze assay. t, 
Schematic of cerebellar cerebrocortical circuits regulated by Rcrus1 and posterior vermis. 

Box line denotes median, and whiskers denote 5–95%. n ≥ 9 for all groups. Mann–Whitney 

test conducted for recording analysis, shown as mean ± s.e.m. All raw values for frequency 

of spiking (shown in figures as normalized values) can be found in Extended Data Fig. 10. 

Two-way ANOVA with Sidakʼs post test used for all behavioral tests. All unlabeled 

comparisons are not significant. P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05. P 
values, q values and complete animal numbers can be found in Supplementary Tables 1 and 

3. CON, control; MUT, mutant.
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